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BI COMD (the commodity dashboard) 

Digitalization of Money and Finance: 
Advancing Bitcoin, Ethereum 

Performance: Bloomberg Galaxy Cypto Index (BGCI)  
April +29%,  2021 to May 5:  +207%  
Bitcoin  April -4%,  2021 +88%  

(Bloomberg Intelligence) -- Bitcoin -- or digital gold -- has 
crossed the Rubicon of legitimization and is likely in the early 
days of joining the 60/40 portfolio mix. No. 2 by market cap -
- Ethereum -- has won the adoption battle as the go-to 
platform for crypto tokens, decentralized finance (DeFi) and 
exchanges (DEXs). The mantra appears to be: "Adopt and 
embrace the advancing technology, or become the next 
Kodak, Sears or Blockbuster." 

Absent a major risk-off event or technology glitches we can't 
predict, price dips in Bitcoin and Ethereum are more likely to 
be limited by this rising tide of adoption, until a higher 
plateau has been achieved. 

Going Digital - Ethereum, Bitcoin 

Ethereum Is to Fintech & Digitalization What Bitcoin Is to 
Gold. The world is rapidly going digital, and Ethereum 
appears as similar a threat to old-guard finance as Bitcoin is 
to gold. Coinbase going public is a 2021 milestone 
showcasing digital-asset legitimacy, but that may be minor 
compared with the potential underpinning from U.S. 
exchange-traded funds. Even Coinbase is at risk to 
decentralized exchanges (DEXs). 

Bitcoin Bull Resting, DeFi Accelerating 

 Note ‐ Click on graphics to get to the Bloomberg terminal

Digitalization Becoming a Real Thing. Led by Ethereum, 
the Bloomberg Galaxy Crypto Index (BGCI) is paving an 
upward path, and we don't know where it will plateau. As in 
most bull markets, speculative excesses are surfacing, as 
evidenced by the sharp correction in Bitcoin from a record 
high around $65,000 toward $47,000 in April, but the 
bottom line is what looks like a rising tide of accumulation 
below the market. Our graphic depicts the price of the first-
born crypto at about the same to May 4 as in February. We 
see this as a pause to refresh the paradigm-shifting process 
of Bitcoin becoming the world's benchmark digital-reserve 
asset. 
Digitalization of finance is reflected in the rising trajectory of 
the BGCI. Up about 740% since the start of 2020, the index 
may be getting heated, but decentralized finance has the 
potential to be revolutionary. 

Ethereum May Be Following Bitcoin From 2017. Ethereum 
(ETH) may be on an upward trajectory similar to the one 
Bitcoin blazed in 2017. For investors seeking whole units, the 
No. 2 crypto has a price advantage vs. No. 1 Bitcoin, but the 
bottom line for ETH is that it's the go-to platform for crypto 
assets and the digitalization of finance. Akin to Bitcoin 
winning the adoption race as the world's digital-reserve 
asset, ETH is the foundation for non-fungible tokens (NFTs), 
smart contracts, decentralized finance (DeFi) and exchanges 
(DEXs). 

Resting Bitcoin, Ethereum Stretching Its Legs 

If on a similar price-path as Bitcoin in 2017, Ethereum may 
reach $19,000 in 2021; to May 4, the No. 2 crytpo at about 
$3,400 is more than double Bitcoin on the same day four 
years ago. ETH at about 4x its 50-week moving average 
indicates a stretched market. The last time this level was 
exceeded was around Ethereum's peak in 2018.  

Learn more about Bloomberg Indices 
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Favorable Macro and the Right Time for Bitcoin. Bitcoin 
has a unique advantage of good timing. Diminishing supply 
juxtaposed with historically low interest rates and the 
substantial amount of money being pumped into the system 
form a solid foundation for price appreciation of the first-
born crypto, if the rules of economics apply. Adoption is in 
the very early days, yet it's the key and Bitcoin appears to 
have won the race, as evidenced by Tesla allocating a 
portion of its equity wealth to the digital asset. Our graphic 
depicts the dichotomy of Bitcoin's annual mining supply 
dropping below 1% by 2025, vs. rapidly rising U.S. M2 money 
supply. 
 
Rising M2, Zero Rates vs. Declining Bitcoin Supply 

 
 
Typically, such a backdrop would be ideal for advancing the 
dollar price of gold, but the old-world reserve asset is being 
replaced by the digital upstart. We see little to stop this trend 
and expect it to accelerate.  
 
 

Bitcoin and $50,000 Support 
 
Bitcoin's Narrowing Cage and Adjustment to Higher Price 
Plateau. Appearing in the early days of becoming part of 
corporate treasuries, pension funds, endowments and 
sovereign wealth funds, Bitcoin's price underpinnings are 
strengthening. We see a nascent asset at a unique stage of 
adoption, of which the latest milestones are becoming less 
relevant and technical guidance more pragmatic. 
 
Bitcoin May Be Resting for Risk-Off Transition. Bitcoin at 
about $50,000 appears similar to $10,000 last year, before 
the breakout higher. Our graphic shows the average price 
for the crypto in 2021 rising to just over $48,000 to May 4. 
Also depicted are the 10-week Bollinger Bands compressing 
to the narrowest since the October exit from the gravity pull 
around $10,000. The bottom Bollinger Band at about 
$48,000 emphasizes a firming price foundation around this 
level. A risk-off period in the stock market is top a potential 
threat for the crypto's advancing price, but like the April dip 
to below $50,000, it might be a good test for the Bitcoin bull 
market. 
 

 
Bitcoin 2021 Average Prices Rises to $48,000 

 
 
Getting too extended near $65,000, Bitcoin probed below 
$50,000 and found responsive buyers in April. If a mean-
reverting stock market pressures Bitcoin again, the crypto 
may prove to be transitioning to risk-off. 
 
Post Bitcoin-Halving Years; 2021 Is Tame. Bitcoin at about 
double in 2021 to May 4 is tame if post-supply cut years are a 
guide. What's different this time is the crypto's transition into 
the mainstream, which should result in a more subdued path. 
We may look back at 2021 as a price-adjustment period to a 
higher, more sustainable plateau. Our graphic depicts the 
narrow scope of the 2021 advance vs. comparable post-
halving years (2013, 2017). The 15x price gain in 2017 was 
about one-third of 2013's advance. A similar fraction of the 
2017 surge would translate to a price just above $100,000 in 
2021, and other than Bitcoin's continued maturation, 
conditions aren't much different now. 
 
2021 May Have $100,000 Bitcoin on the Radar 

 
 
Supply is shrinking and demand is rising. Unlike speculative 
rallies in the past, the risk for traditional investors has tilted 
toward failing to allocate some assets to Bitcoin.  
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Gold Appears Naked If Not Paired With Bitcoin. The 
process of Bitcoin replacing gold has shifted to the suddenly 
from gradually stage. Indicating the benefits of diversification 
and low Bitcoin correlation to most assets, annual metrics 
show our Gold-Bitcoin 75/25 Index has about the same risk 
as the stock market. From the start of 2018, when Bitcoin 
dropped from $17,000, the Gold-Bitcoin 75/25 Index has 
increased about 110%, which is almost double that of the S&P 
500 total return and more than 3x spot gold. What's notable 
is 260-day volatility on the Gold-Bitcoin 75/25 Index at about 
23% isn't much higher than the same risk metrics on the 
stock market and gold. 
 
Bitcoin-Gold 75/25 Index Positive Attribution 

 
 
In addition to being a cash alternative, as noted by Tesla and 
an increasing number of corporate balance sheets, Bitcoin 
attribution shows low correlation and enhanced returns. 
 
 

Digitalization & Dollar Dominance 
 
It's Organic as a World Going Digital Means Dollar 
Dominating. The rise of Bitcoin and digital assets is 
happening from the bottom up and emphasizing the benefits 
of free-market capitalism, as we see it. Even the old-guard 
institutions in the U.S. are being disrupted, but the bottom 
line is the dollar is gaining dominance in a world going 
digital, despite the U.S.' shrinking share of global GDP.  
 
Electricity, Internet, Bitcoin, Digital Dollars. Bitcoin 
represents more than advancing technology disrupting the 
old guard: The digitalization of money is about humanity 
leaping forward in a way similar to the advent of electricity or 
the internet, in our view. For the first time in history, every 
person on the planet with internet access or a smart phone 
can diversify their currency holdings and get exposure to the 
U.S. dollar and crypto assets. Our graphic shows the upward 
trajectory of trading volume on Tether, the top stable coin on 
Coinmarketcap, reaching over double that of Bitcoin. There 
are other digital dollars, but Tether dominates. 
 

Upward Trajectory - Tether & Bitcoin Volume 

 
 
We see little to disrupt the greenback's rule over the digital 
universe, and find its organic adoption as an indication of the 
greater prospects for countries with a free flow of capital and 
open discourse.  
 
Going Digital and Dollar Strength. Enduring market trends 
appear set to prevail, supporting a rising Bitcoin price and 
strengthening dollar, we believe. The trade-weighted broad 
dollar index is up about the same 25% as gold vs. a flat 
Chinese yuan since Bitcoin came into existence, and we see 
risks tilted toward more of the same. Primary companions of 
dollar strength -- a strong U.S. stock market and relatively 
high yields -- remain intact. Bitcoin adoption is going 
mainstream, with significant implications for the store-of-
value status of gold. 
 
Dollar on the Rise With Bitcoin; Yuan Moribund 

 
 
The analog reserve asset is being replaced by the digital. We 
see little to stop this trend, as evidenced by the organic 
adoption of dollars in the digital ecosystem.  
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Market Access data on BI COMD  

 

 
(8pm,  NY, May 5)
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